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ABSTRACT

The Neighborhood Stories Indexing Project
by
Elena Abou Mrad

Advisor: Lisa Rhody

The Neighborhood Stories Indexing Project is part of the Neighborhood Stories project, an
oral history initiative by the NYC Department of Records and Information Services (DORIS). My
capstone is an attempt to solve the problem of information overload and that of access with an
online application that allows DORIS to publicly share their oral history interviews and to make
them easily searchable. The purpose of the indexing project is to increase use of and improve
access to the collections, without sacrificing the nuance and complexity of lived experiences in
NYC. By allowing users to navigate the interviews as audio segments, my Indexing Project brings
a human dimension back to the process of historical research by giving future listeners the agency
to explore the oral history interviews according to their own interests instead of as a curated
experience.
Inspired by the potential of oral history to create community engagement, I used OHMS
(Oral History Metadata Synchronizer) to index the Interview with Ina Johnson (2018), a 97-yearold resident of Bedford-Stuyvesant, a Brooklyn neighborhood that is undergoing an aggressive
process of gentrification. My work was informed by the feminist concept of situated knowledge:
iv

indexing provides context and connections to the audio recording of the oral history interview.
Finally, I applied the lens of intersectional feminism to the creation of subject headings and
keywords that resist the rigidity of the Library of Congress Subject Headings.
Once all the interviews are indexed, visitors will be able to navigate the audio recordings
according to their interests, search for specific words, and explore New York history through the
words of its residents. The Indexing Project provides a framework to index the rest of the
Neighborhood Stories interviews and will serve as an example for other researchers who want to
make local oral histories publicly accessible and searchable.
Ina Johnson’s indexed interview is available at:
https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23
_NeighborhoodStories_InaJohnson.xml .
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LIST OF VARIABLES
interview-index.csv
The variables in this table reflect the way the OHMS indexing module is structured: the names of
the variables are the same as the metadata fields of the indexing module. This way, I was able to
create content that would neatly fit into the OHMS indexing module. After completing the table, I
simply copy-pasted the values in the appropriate metadata fields of the OHMS indexing module.
SEGMENT

Segment Number
An approximate timestamp that indicates the

APPROXIMATE_TIMESTAMP

beginning of the segment

SEGMENT_TITLE

Segment title.

PARTIAL_TRANSCRIPT

Partial Transcript of the Segment
Keywords. Allows for multiple entries,

KEYWORD(S)

separated by a semi-colon.
Library of Congress Subject Headings, found
by using the Library of Congress Authorities
(https://authorities.loc.gov/).

Allows

for

SUBJECT(S)

multiple entries, separated by a semi-colon.

SEGMENT_SYNOPSIS

Descriptive summary of the segment
GPS Coordinates for the segment. This field
enables

geo-referencing

content

which

interfaces (for the public user) with Google
Maps. Coordinates are entered in the format
"XX.XXX, YY.YYY", where X is latitude
(north or south) and Y is longitude (east or
GPS_COORDINATES

west).
Descriptive label for the specified GPS

GPS_DESCRIPTION

coordinates.

x

Hyperlink connecting the segment to an
external resource of any type. If the link is an
image file, image will present to the public user
in the form of a lightbox. Link to a webpage
HYPERLINK_1

will open in a separate tab.

LINK_DESCRIPTION_1

Descriptive label for the specified hyperlink.

HYPERLINK_2

Second hyperlink

LINK_DESCRIPTION_2

Descriptive label for the second hyperlink.

keywords.csv
KEYWORD

Keyword identified in the oral history
interview. The keywords are listed in
alphabetical order.

subjects.csv
SUBJECT

Library of Congress Subject Heading
identified in the oral history interview. The
subject headings are listed in alphabetical
order.
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NOTE ON TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
For my capstone project, I indexed Ina Johnson’s interview using OHMS: Oral History
Metadata Synchronizer, a web-based system created by the Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History
at the University of Kentucky Libraries.
The audio file of the interview was edited for privacy using Audacity. The edited file is
located on the servers of the New York City Department of Information Technology and
Telecommunications (DoITT). After requesting a free OHMS account with the online form
provided on their website, I indexed the interview using the OHMS online interface at
https://ohms.uky.edu/ and downloaded it as an XML file. I opened a Reclaim Hosting account,
where I installed and configured the OHMS Viewer (version 3.8.7). I then created a webpage on
Reclaim Hosting and displayed the indexed interview (XML file) with the OHMS viewer.
The bibliography for this capstone project was created with Zotero.
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Introduction
New York City is a place that has been crystalized in the collective imagination by
countless movies, literary works, and art pieces. Yet, what makes the city so iconic is its
constant state of transformation: old buildings get destroyed to make space for new ones 1
and there are so many restaurants closures that food magazine Eater has a column
dedicated to the topic (“NYC Restaurant Closings”). These transformations are dictated
by power and money and fall under the bigger phenomenon of gentrification: the real
estate industry invests in historically neglected neighborhoods, rent prices increase,
higher-income residents move in, and lower-income families are forced to move out
(“What Are Gentrification and Displacement”). All of this happens on top of the unequal
distribution of property – and therefore generational wealth - caused by redlining, which
prevented people in certain neighborhoods from getting mortgage loans and becoming
homeowners. The effects of these racist practices are made explicit by Mapping
Inequality. Redlining in New Deal America (Mapping Inequality), an interactive map that
illustrates the division of neighborhoods according to varying degrees of desirability –
the “hazardous” ones being the neighborhoods with a higher African American

One of the most recent examples is the demolition of Coney Island’s oldest structure, the historic Grashorn
Building (“Grashorn Building, Coney Island’s Oldest, Is Being Demolished”).
1

population. If we add the impact of COVID-19 on the local businesses, economic
diversity, and public health (Lew, Irene, and Elisabeth Ryden Benjamin), it becomes clear
that the most vulnerable segments of the population have had the short end of the stick
as far as changes are concerned.
Gentrification is changing the cultural, ethnic, and racial demographics of the
city's neighborhoods. Usually, these changes are described with data and charts, in a
quantitative approach that leaves people’s experiences on the sidelines. Numbers and
generalities overlook the specificity of people of the city, who are predominantly people
without power. One example could be the NYC Rezoning Tracker, a dataset created by
the Mayor's Office of Operations (OPS) that tracks status updates in rezoning initiatives
(NYC Open Data).

Figure 1 A screenshot from the NYC Rezoning Tracker on NYC Open Data
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At first glance, this is just a list of rezoning commitments, dates, and stages of completion.
What is missing here are people’s stories: who is finally going to find a home thanks to
the development of more affordable housing in Inwood? Are people going to notice that
they get fewer bug bites after the installation of the “mosquito magnets” at Rockaway
Community Park? Which businesses are going to occupy city-owned lots in East New
York, and how are they going to change the daily life in the neighborhood?

3

The Neighborhood Stories Project at the NYC Department of
Records and Information Services (DORIS)
The NYC Department of Records and Information Services (DORIS), located at 31,
Chambers Street in Lower Manhattan, is the public agency that operates the NYC
Municipal Archives, the Municipal Library, and the Record Center. Its mission is
preserving and providing public access to the records and information about New York
City Government (DORIS).
In 2018, DORIS staff decided to start documenting the changes in BedfordStuyvesant, a Brooklyn neighborhood that was undergoing an aggressive process of
gentrification, through a series of oral history interviews with its long-term residents. The
Neighborhood Stories Project, now in its third season, is a storytelling initiative which
aims to gather and permanently preserve the stories of New York City community
members - connecting local history with the records of City government maintained in
the collections of the Municipal Archives and Library. The project endeavors to “put the
community in the archive” by empowering residents to provide their rich personal
narratives, and to encourage them to reflect on how New York City history connects to
their lives, their families, and their future (“Neighborhood Stories”).
Historical and current information about city government is often provided in the
form of datasets, maps, and charts. In 2017, the City of New York Launched NYC Open
4

Data, a portal dedicated to sharing data regarding every aspect of city government. NYC
Open Data represents “the opportunity to engage New Yorkers in the information that is
produced and used by City government” (City of New York). In a public administration
heavily focused on collecting and sharing data, Neighborhood Stories aims at being a
snapshot of the city in from a personal scale, a collection of life stories that will help
present and future researchers understand the authentic life of New York City through
the voices of its residents.
The Municipal Archives are a repository for materials created by city agencies;
however, what is often missing from these archival collections is the perspective of New
York City residents. Decisions made by the city’s agencies directly impact the lives of
local communities: changes in parks, schools, sanitation, and public transit affect New
Yorkers every day. However, the voices of individual residents are underrepresented in
the city’s archival collections. For example, when searching for “Town Hall” in the NYC
Municipal Archives collections, there aren’t many examples of citizens’ interventions to
these formal meetings. The finding aid for the Mayor Koch constituent records and Town
Hall files for 1978 to 1986 does not mention the voices of New York citizens who
participated in these Town Halls: there are no minutes or mayoral correspondence related
to a certain meeting.

This accession is comprised of memos, reports, meeting agendas,
news clippings, responses from the Mayor or his office, audio tapes,
5

meeting briefs, thank you letters to landlords for the use of their
auditoriums or halls, schedules, guests lists, town hall announcements,
some stipulation cases against Mayor Koch, procedures and guidelines
manuals for town hall events, and booklets for each Community Board
District by each mayoral agency (e.g. aging, environmental protection,
sanitation). There is one cubic foot of general files that are in no apparent
order. Town hall meetings are formal meetings in which the Mayor
brings selected city officials to meet members of a specific Community
Board District to field questions concerning issues affecting that specific
district by the respective city official's agency. Arrangement of materials
is chronological. (New York Office of the Mayor)
This lack of representation becomes a form of erasure; in other words, when individual
experiences are missing from the archives, it is hard to quantify the impact of past city
policies on the population. In the absence of personal accounts, the municipal
government is unable to take residents’ experiences of the city into consideration while
making public policy decisions. Through Neighborhood Stories, the Municipal Archives
will diversify their collections by introducing a new voice in the conversation - that of
New York citizens, which will be a counterpart to the materials produced by city
agencies.

6

The Indexing Project
My capstone – the Indexing Project - is a smaller part of the overall Neighborhood
Stories project. While working as the Neighborhood Stories Project Coordinator at DORIS
in 2021, I realized that the number of interviews was growing quickly: in 2021 alone, the
project collected 72 interviews. The number might not seem so high, until we consider
that this means over 72 hours of audio recording, with partial or no transcript. In this
large amount of audio, a future researcher would find it challenging to find a particular
segment they are interested in. The issue of information overload was challenging even
for us staff members: when searching for audio segments to create promotional videos,
social media, or other informational materials, we had to listen to several interviews from
start to finish and take notes of the timestamps. The Neighborhood Stories project does
have “Audio Logs”, spreadsheets containing basic metadata for each interview, including
topics. However, this information is not granular enough to allow us to easily find a
segment related to a certain topic.
When Neighborhood Stories started in 2018, the idea was that researchers would
be able to access the oral history interviews from the reading room of the Municipal
Archives, after submitting a research request and making an appointment with an
archivist. Unfortunately, COVID-19 threw a wrench in this plan: the NYC Archives were
closed to the public for over a year to ensure the safety of staff and visitors. Within the
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Neighborhood Stories team, we started talking about sharing the interviews online and
making them easily accessible to the public.
My capstone is an attempt to solve the problem of information overload and that
of access with an online application that allows Neighborhood Stories to publicly share
their oral history interviews and to make them easily searchable by future researchers.
Once the interviews are indexed, visitors will be able to navigate the audio recordings
according to their interests, search for specific words, and explore New York history
through the words of its residents. The Indexing Project will provide a framework to
index the rest of the Neighborhood Stories interviews and will serve as an example for
other researchers who want to make local oral histories publicly accessible and
searchable.
While working at DORIS, I was attending the Remote Archival Encounters class
taught by Professors Lisa Rhody and Duncan Faherty. In this class, I learned about how
archives can shape the way knowledge is preserved and shared – and digital archives
have the potential to amplify the message to every corner of the world thanks to the
internet. In Oral History and Digital Humanities: Voice, Access, and Engagement, Douglas A.
Boyd and Mary Larson explain how, while digital technologies have great benefits, they
also pose potential risks:

Digital technologies now offer enormous opportunities for
collecting, curating, and disseminating interviews and projects. While
8

they may have solved certain issues of access, preservation,
contextualization, and presentation, however, new technologies have
also

posed

concomitant

potential

threats,

including

increased

vulnerability of narrators, infrastructure obsolescence, and a host of
other ethical issues, particularly with heritage collections. (Boyd and
Larson 5)
Learning about how intersectionality, colonialism, and accessibility affect archival
encounters made me aware that sharing the Neighborhood Stories interviews with the
public was not only a matter of uploading the audio files to the Municipal Archives
website. Publishing the interviews needed to be done with respect for the memories of
the interviewees, enhancing their voices instead of editing them to fit a “tidy” narrative.
The purpose of the indexing project is to increase use of and improve access to the
collections, without sacrificing the nuance and complexity of lived experiences in NYC.
By allowing users to navigate the interviews as audio segments, my Indexing Project
brings a human dimension back to the process of historical research by giving future
listeners the agency to explore the oral history interviews according to their own interests
instead of as a curated experience.

9

Environmental Scan
There are many successful examples of oral history project that decided to index
their audio content with OHMS. Below, I am providing three different examples of
indexed interviews, each with their own peculiar design and structure.
Staring Out to Sea: Hurricane Sandy Oral History Project
This oral history collection, preserved at the Louie B. Nunn center for Oral History
at the University of Kentucky Libraries, focuses on interviews with Hurricane Sandy
survivors. In the Interview with Lara Bednarczyk (Bednarczyk), the web designers
decided to have multiple tabs to present their content: description, play interview, rights
and request, citation. These tabs help researchers navigate the website in an easy, userfriendly way that allows them to search for specific kinds of information: the interview
itself (which is indexed with OHMS), its archival description, the rights statement, and
the citation they can use, in multiple styles. Moreover, the indexed interview includes
GPS coordinates for many of the sections, an element that I decided to replicate in my
project to give geographical context to the narrative. Another component I liked was the
very brief “partial transcript” section, where the transcription of the first few words of
the segment helps the listener have a better idea of the opening question at the beginning.
One detail I decided not to follow was that the keywords are listed in alphabetical order.
While I understand the author’s choice (the keywords look tidier, that way), I preferred
10

to keep my keywords in the order the concept appears in each segment, so that a listener
could follow the flow of the recording more easily.
March on Milwaukee – Civil Rights History Project
This is a digital collection of videos, oral history interviews, and other archival
materials from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Libraries and the Wisconsin
Historical Society focused on Milwaukee’s civil rights history. On the March on
Milwaukee – Civil Rights History Project website (UWM Libraries), researchers can
browse the digital items by Events, People, Places, Organizations, Keywords, and more.
Oral histories are indexed with OHMS and displayed with a menu that allows users to
access the indexed interview and to download a PDF of the transcript or the mp3 file of
the interview. Archival information and metadata are shown below the OHMS viewer,
as one can observe in the Oral History Interview with Adolph Arms (Arms). In this
interview, I first noticed the division between Subject Headings and Keywords, and how
they complement each other in describing the content of each segment. The Oral History
Interview with Adolph Arms (Arms) includes the indexed transcript of the recording:
while this was an element I initially wanted to include in my project, I realized that it
would be a time-consuming task and decided to leave it for future implementation.

11

Virginia Tech LGBTQ Oral History Collection
The Virginia Tech LGBTQ Oral History Collection (“The Virginia Tech LGBTQ
Oral History Collection”) preserves interviews to influential members of the LGBTQ
community at Virginia Tech. The interviews were conducted by Tamara Kennelly,
University Archivist, and students of Professor David Cline's Oral History class. As one
can observe in the case of the Interview with Gwen Coleman (Coleman), the OHMS
viewer allows researchers to choose between the index or the transcript, search for any
words in the interview, and navigate the audio file according to their interests. Archival
information on the interview is provided below the OHMS viewer. The indexer here
made some specific choices: on the one hand, they wrote a longer partial transcript, which
includes both the question and the answer at the beginning of a segment. On the other
hand, the indexer used few keywords, and they tend to reflect the main topics reported
in the partial transcript. These choices might depend on the fact that the interview has a
transcript, which can be searched for content. For my indexing process, I decided to have
a shorter partial transcript and to focus more on a narrative synopsis, keywords, subject
headings, and hyperlinks.

12

Theoretical Framing and Methodology Used
In this section, I will explain the theoretical framing for my capstone project and
how I applied it to the work of indexing Ina Johnson’s interview from the Neighborhood
Stories

collection.

The

indexed

interview

is

available

at:

https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_2
3_NeighborhoodStories_InaJohnson.xml.

Interest in Oral History and Community Engagement
When I started working in archives, I was intrigued by the practice of transforming
chaos into a neat, searchable order. Once I began surveying unprocessed materials and
creating a collection structure, I quickly realized that, under the surface, there was so
much complexity that got lost in the attempts to “tidy up the mess”. Moreover, every
single title, label, and grouping was the product of choices that I made at the best of my
capacity as an archival intern, and with good intentions, but undoubtedly from my own,
specific perspective and with my personal bias. Among different kinds of archival
materials, oral history had a particular appeal to me: it seemed to resist the “tidying”
pressure of archival collections. A personal narrative tells a story that does not fit neatly
into a finding aid and is hard to describe in terms of pure data.
One reason that drew me to oral history is the potential that digital technology
represents for the discipline. Thanks to an array of digital tools, anyone can find and listen
13

to oral history from anywhere in the world. Alistair Thomson, in “Four Paradigm
Transformations in Oral History” recognizes that “new digital technologies are
transforming the ways in which we record, preserve, catalogue, interpret, share and
present oral histories” and predicts that digital indexing and cataloguing tools will allow
anyone to make connections within and across oral history collections (Thomson 68).
Digital tools, however, can potentially be a threat: in their Introduction to Oral history and
digital humanities. Voice, access, and engagement, Boyd and Larson warn against “increased
vulnerability of narrators, infrastructure obsolescence, and a host of other ethical issues,
particularly with heritage collections” (Boyd and Larson 5). Finally, oral history is a great
instrument to tell the stories of communities that have been forgotten by traditional
history. In The Voice of the Past: Oral History, social historian Paul Thompson argues that
oral history is transforming the content of history “by shifting the focus and opening new
areas of inquiry, by challenging some of the assumptions and accepted judgments of
historians, by bringing recognition to substantial groups of people who had been
ignored” (Thompson 8). By recording and sharing the memories of these vulnerable
populations, oral history practitioners bring their issues to the forefront and make them
hard to ignore. This impetus to collect and share stories is based on the belief that oral
history is an agent of social change (Rehberger, Dean 193). Oral history might be the force
that brings the community into the archive, and the archive out into the community –
thanks to digital technology. As Helyx Horwitz explains in her article “The People’s
14

Media Record Safeguards the Past While Making It Radically Accessible”, archives too
often keep communities away from their own narratives in the name of preserving
historical materials.

“Too many times, archival institutions only exist outside of our
communities. They cloister our stories away behind restrictions and
structures intended to protect material.
But the reality is that these structures keep those records inaccessible to
the very communities at the center of the narrative—a narrative we need
to transform society” (Horwitz)
Community engagement can be a powerful force of transformation: by listening to oral
history, people are brought back at the center of the narrative, feel more connected to
their community, and are empowered to enact social change.
Oral History in the Indexing Project
After consulting with LaTonya Jones (my supervisor at DORIS) and listening to
three oral history interviews with BIPOC women from 2018-2019, I chose to index Ina
Johnson’s (2018) mainly because she was the oldest Neighborhood Stories interviewee
(97 at the time of the recording) and her life spanned across several major events from the
20th century: the Great Depression, World War II, and the Vietnam War. Moreover,
Johnson is a woman of Afro-Caribbean descent, who describes Bedford-Stuyvesant
15

during the 1930s and 1940s and tells a story of black homeownership during the Great
Depression. I chose this interview also for a technical reason: the audio quality was good,
compared to other interviews which were recorded in a community garden and had a lot
of background noise. Finally, there was a personal motivation behind my decision: I
currently live in Bedford-Stuyvesant, close to the public school that Ina Johnson attended
in the 1930s. Through her interview, I was able to learn more about the history of my
neighborhood – and to imagine how a future resident of Bedford-Stuyvesant might use
this oral history.
The next step consisted in preparing the audio file for indexing and public sharing.
Initially, I intended to edit the transcript - which was created by the DORIS interns using
Zoom’s Live Transcript function – to accurately match the audio recording. However, the
Zoom transcript needed more editing than I anticipated, and I made the decision to move
this task to the end of the project, to prioritize the indexing process. Ina Johnson’s
interview did not require trimming, since it was recorded by staff member Bianca Mona
in person, using a recording device. However, the interviewee mentioned her current
address at the beginning of the interview: that is sensitive information which needed to
be edited out for privacy reasons. After watching a tutorial on how to bleep audio with
Audacity (Tutorials with GS), I decided to substitute the number part of the address with
a 400 Hz sound, which preserved the original file length and provided a more pleasant
sound than the 1000 Hz “bleep” often used on TV to censor out curse words. The edited
16

audio file was then uploaded to the city servers thanks to the New York City Department
of Information Technology and Telecommunications (DoITT).

Situated Knowledge and the value of indexing
Digital Media does give oral history the ability to reach out to a wide audience,
but it is effective only because it allows for a “more fully contextual experience that goes
beyond the flat words on a page” (Rehberger 193). In “Situated Knowledges: The Science
Question in Feminism and the Privilege of Partial Perspective” Donna Haraway resists
the concept of objectivity, which is often “in service of hierarchical and positivist
orderings of what can count as knowledge” (Haraway 580). Instead, she proposes that all
knowledge is “situated” and embodied.

Situated knowledges are about communities, not about isolated
individuals. The only way to find a larger vision is to be somewhere in
particular. The science question in feminism is about objectivity as
positioned rationality. Its images are not the products of escape and
transcendence of limits (the view from above) but the joining of partial
views and halting voices into a collective subject position that promises
a vision of the means of ongoing finite embodiment, of living within
limits and contradictions-of views from somewhere. (Haraway 590)

17

By surrounding the human voice with “historical and cultural cues” (Rehberger 193),
digital technology makes it explicit that even an audio recording is not an objective
document, but a form of knowledge situated inside a specific geographical, historical,
and cultural environment. Indexing, in particular, allows these cues to refer not only to
the interview, but to specific segments of it.

Newer metadata tools for oral history provide hybrid systems for
subject tagging, or indexing, of interviews. These systems generally
provide mechanisms by which both informal, common-language, ad hoc
subject characterization and controlled vocabularies can be applied to
describe interviews at a very granular level. (Mazé, Elinor 152)
In the case of Neighborhood Stories, and especially for the 2018 and 2019 season, the
interviews prevalently feature BIPOC people living in Bedford-Stuyvesant. Without
contextual information, these recordings can appear as a homogenous group, or even
worse, as a mere ensemble of files with a certain date and size, as it appears in this
screenshot from the folder of 2018 interviews on the DORIS server.

18

Figure 2 Screenshot from the folder of 2018 interviews on the DORIS server

My Indexing Project allows DORIS to better reflect the diversity that characterizes
our interviewees and our audiences. Indexing the interviews will allow researchers to
navigate the audio without being limited by its written transcript, which often does not
fully portray the language varieties that diverge from the standard American English.
Moreover, this indexing project creates an interactive experience that reflects the
spontaneity of a human conversation: important auditory details such as tone, laughter,
and accent get lost in a written transcript, with a consequent loss of meaning and depth.
19

For example, the audio segment of Ina Johnson’s interview that I named “Courtship,
Marriage, and Family Life”2 opens with Johnson laughing and reminiscing about how
she met her husband. By choosing to focus a segment on Johnson and her husband’s love
story, I made the curatorial decision to give the spotlight to this part of her life, giving it
the same importance as the segments that revolve around her early life or her becoming
a homeowner.
This emphasis on the embodied dimension of oral history reflects Catherine
D’Ignazio and Lauren Klein’s third principle of data feminism: embrace emotion and
embodiment (D’Ignazio and Klein 2020). In a world dominated by big data, D’Ignazio and
Klein suggest a revolutionary approach: by acknowledging that data is never raw or
neutral, data feminism frees the research from the impossible goal of reaching an
objective, detached viewpoint. Embracing emotion enhances the experience of data by
connecting us with the deeper meaning of the information being displayed.
Indexing provides greater accessibility to the research experience: people with
hearing impairments can search the interview through the text of each section, while
people using screen readers can jump to the chapter they are interested in, without
having to scan all the text or listen to the whole audio track (W3C Web Accessibility

https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23_Neighborhood
Stories_InaJohnson.xml#segment1332, visited on 12/18/21
2
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Initiative). The indexing process will also make it much easier for researchers to cite and
use the oral history interviews.
Using OHMS in the Indexing Project
To index Ina Johnson’s oral history, I used OHMS (Oral History Metadata
Synchronizer), a free web-based system developed by The Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral
History at the University of Kentucky Libraries (Boyd 95). OHMS appealed to me as a
tool because, as a system, it is relatively easy to learn and use, its interface is simple and
intuitive, and it allows to attach different kinds of information (hyperlinks, keywords,
even GPS locations) to each segment of the audio.
I started by listening to Ina Johnson’s interview and taking notes on the topics that
came up (interview-notes.docx). Then, I created a spreadsheet with columns based on the
fields in the OHMS indexing module (interview-index.csv).

Figure 3 A screenshot from the file interview-index.csv

In this spreadsheet, I started dividing the interview into segments that marked
major life moments, such as early age, school years, marriage, and so on. I gave each
segment an approximate timestamp and a partial transcript – the first words of each
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segment, which would later help me index the interview more precisely in the OHMS
indexing module. I consulted Indexing in OHMS – An Overview (Boyd et al 2014) and
watched the YouTube video “Using OHMS to Index Oral History: A Detailed Tutorial”3
(Louie B. Nunn Center for Oral History 2014) to learn how to work on the other fields of
the indexing module, such as the synopsis, Subject Headings, Keywords, GPS
coordinates, and Subject Headings.
The next step was providing each segment of the interview with a synopsis and
some contextual information. I searched the finding aids and digital collections of the
Municipal Archives and Library to find materials that matched the topics of each
interview: the keywords and subject headings served as guidance in this research. I
decided to make the connection between Ina Johnson’s interview and the Municipal
Archives collections explicit by linking some segments to the collections on the Municipal
Archives website (NYC Municipal Archives). For example, when Johnson talks about her
father and brother working for the WPA and the CCC in the segment “Buying a House
during the Great Depression” 4, the audio segment has links to archival images of WPA
workers in NYC and to the Civilian Conservation Corps records in the Fiorello H. La

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PvfweBl586g&list=UU_8Nxff5giBbWmeXSLwPcJg&index=638,
visited on 12/18/21.
4https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23_Neighborhood
Stories_InaJohnson.xml#segment527, viewed on 12/18/21,
3
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Guardia collection at the NYC Municipal Archives (La Guardia, Fiorello H). The process
of linking the oral history to collections already present in the archive offers the
possibility to learn more about a certain topic and to see how a certain issue was handled
by the city government and by the citizens. Finally, I entered the GPS coordinates for
some important places mentioned in the interview, such as the Marcy Houses (“Life in
the Marcy Projects”5), PS 3 (“School years and friends”6), and the house that Ina Johnson’s
father bought during the Great Depression (“Bedford-Stuyvesant in the 1940s –- Black
homeownership”7).
After all this research and work on the spreadsheet interview-index.csv, the actual
indexing work was easy: I just had to find the correct timestamp for each segment in the
OHMS indexing module, and then copy-paste the information from the spreadsheet into
each field. Once the interview was indexed, I downloaded the XML file
“2018_09_23_NeighborhoodStories_InaJohnson.xml” from OHMS and uploaded it to my
Reclaim Hosting site, where I had previously installed the OHMS viewer.

https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23_Neighborhood
Stories_InaJohnson.xml#segment1735, visited on 12/18/21.
6https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23_Neighborhood
Stories_InaJohnson.xml#segment785, visited on 12/18/21.
7https://ohms.neighborhoodstoriesindexingproject.com/viewer.php?cachefile=2018_09_23_Neighborhood
Stories_InaJohnson.xml#segment0, visited on 12/18/21.
5
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Figure 4 A screenshot from the XML file 2018_09_23_NeighborhoodStories_InaJohnson.xml

Intersectional feminism and subject headings
In my Indexing Project, I wanted to address an issue that has been raised by
scholars in the digital humanities: that of controlled vocabularies. Indexing in OHMS – An
Overview (Boyd et al 2014) recommended using the Library of Congress Authorities (The
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Library of Congress) to search for subject headings. However, subject headings
developed by cataloging authorities like the Library of Congress are a product of their
time, carrying a long legacy of sexism, racism, homophobia, and other harmful biases
(Mazé 151). In “Browsing Through Bias: The Library of Congress Classification and
Subject Headings for African American Studies and LGBTQIA Studies”, Sara A. Howard
and Steven A. Knowlton identify the main problem with the Library of Congress
Classification (LCC) and the Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH): othering.
“LCC and LCSH exhibit ‘othering’ tendencies—that is, presenting historically
marginalized people as fundamentally different from white heterosexual men” (Howard
and Knowlton 77). The outdated and biased terminology in the LCC and the rigid system
of the LCSH are extremely resistant to change, and they risk perpetuating problematic
narratives (Howard and Knowlton 83) and perspectives, such as the “colonial
orientation” that “sees Black people in particular as passive objects acted on, rather than
as living beings with thoughts, feelings, desires, and aspirations of their own” (Bethel, K.
E. 87).
The rigidity of the LCSH system (Howard and Knowlton 77) poses a specific
challenge for oral history collections since personal narratives do not neatly fit into the
Library of Congress’s hierarchy of concepts. In her master’s thesis Preserving Voices:
Creating Custom Metadata for Oral Histories, Victoria Feeney describes creating a metadata
dictionary and controlled vocabulary for the Oral History collection at the Museum of Pop
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Culture (MoPOP). With topics ranging from Marvel superheroes to punk music, the oral
histories interviews needed a controlled vocabulary that was able to “include as many
descriptive terms as possible without getting too bogged down by sub-genres and branches
that reached too far” (Feeney 25). In her thesis, Feeney does not mention the LCSH: I suspect
that is because the main goal of her controlled vocabulary is to make the oral history
collection accessible and searchable for internal staff rather than the public. However, I
appreciated her method: she collaborated with the MoPOP staff to create a metadata schema,
then tested it on 25 selected interviews (Feeney 25). In “World War Words: The Creation of a
World War II-Specific Vocabulary for the Oral History Collection at The National WWII
Museum” Lindsey Barnes and Kim Guise recognize that standard controlled vocabularies
such as the LCSH were not sufficient to describe the oral history collection at The National
WWII Museum in New Orleans (Barnes and Guise 129).

“These and other standard vocabularies are imperative to provide
access to large collections and across multiple institutions. Yet these
terms often do not drill down to the specificity required to describe
recurring events or experiences key to one's institution” (Barnes and
Guise 129)
In the end, The National WWII Museum developed a vocabulary of terms that describe
experiences rather than static subjects. The core vocabulary team arranged the list of
subjects in hierarchical order and used the vocabulary to annotate their indexed
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interviews (Barnes and Guise 132). Other organizations have created their own controlled
vocabularies to escape the rigidity of the LCSH, such as Atria’s women’s thesaurus
(Atria), the X̱wi7x̱wa Library’s Names for BC First Nations (X̱wi7x̱wa Library), the
NCCDD’s Glossary of Disability Terms (NCCDD), and Homosaurus, an international
linked data vocabulary of LGBTQ+ terms (Homosaurus). Inspired by Feeney and Barnes
and Guise, I decided to create my own hybrid system of subject headings and keywords
to better represent Ina Johnson’s interview.
Using keywords and subject headings in the Indexing Project
By creating a controlled vocabulary specific to Ina Johnson’s interview, I overcame
these limitations by using the keywords to fill the gaps left by the Library of Congress
Subject Headings. As Howard and Knowlton point out, one of the LCC features is “the
default assumption that unless specified, a person is white” (Howard and Knowlton 83).
For example, the Library of Congress Authorities lacks important terms that I needed to
describe Ina Johnson’s interview, such as “Black Homeownership”. When searching for
“Children, Black”, the second and third term that come up are “Children, Black –abuse
of” and “Children, Black –abuse of--England”. These gaps tell a history of intentional
erasure and bias towards black lives. Working with the keywords, I tried to tell a different
story about the oral history I chose to index: a story of homeownership, community work,
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and day-to-day family life for a Black woman of Caribbean descent living in BedfordStuyvesant.

Data management plan and ethical use and privacy protection of
project data
The audio file of the interview, its transcript, the metadata, and the related
materials such as photos and bios are kept on the DORIS Microsoft Teams cloud and on
the agency computers at 31 Chambers Street, which I had access to until December 21,
2021. The interviewees were asked to sign a digital release form to authorize DORIS to
archive, preserve, and use the interview audio files and any related materials.
The edited audio file of the interview is hosted on the DORIS servers. The XML
file of the indexed interview created from OHMS is on my Reclaim Hosting website. The
project, its documentation, and the white paper will be submitted to the GC Library.
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Conclusions
As Feeney states at the end of her thesis: “ Accessible collections begin with
organization and searchability” (Feeney 30). In this capstone project, I attempted to show
how an oral history collection could be made available to the public in a way that allows not
only searchability, but a different experience of historical research. When navigating Ina
Johnson’s interview on the OHMS viewer, the listener can choose how they want to explore
the audio recording: in order, by segment, or according to search words. The listener can
learn more about a certain segment thanks to contextual information such as GPS
coordinates, historic photographs, and links to the Municipal Archives collections. The
experience of the oral history is thus enriched with visual and written materials, together
with maps and – of course – the human voice in the audio recording.

With additional time and resources (such as a grant, for example), the Indexing
Project will expand to include all the interviews in the Neighborhood Stories collection.
This will require training and supporting a cohort of interns and volunteers who will
learn how to index the interviews and build on the controlled dictionary I have created.
Future volunteer training materials will include a presentation, a video tutorial, and an
instruction manual - which Neighborhood Stories team will be able to use for
synchronous and asynchronous trainings. This process will allow each volunteer to learn
the process at their own pace and go back to the videos and manuals for reference as they
work on the indexing.
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The Indexing Project presents a great opportunity in digital pedagogy. By creating
a workflow for the indexing of the Neighborhood Stories interviews, and supplementing
it with instructional materials, I will provide DORIS with a template to involve local
college students in the project. The West Chester University (WCU) course “The Great
Migration and Digital Storytelling” (Goin’ North) represents a great example of a
collaborative use of OHMS in the classroom to create a digital oral history project
(Smucker, Janneken, et al). A perfect partner for this digital pedagogy initiative would be
Beyond Identity, a gendered platform for scholar-activists at CUNY’s City College.
Guided by Dr. Sheriden Booker and Janessa Waiters, six female-identifying BIPOC
students collaborated with Neighborhood Stories in the Fall 2021 semester, recording the
memories of their community members. By training the Beyond Identity students on how
to use OHMS, Neighborhood Stories would allow them to “look under the hood” of
digital humanities scholarship and give them the agency to make their own, informed
decisions on how to index their oral history interviews.
Finally, I am convinced that this kind of project has value for any New Yorker who
wants to learn more about their city from a personal, rather than large, scale. Being able
to explore topics that interest us, and to do it by listening to another person talk about
their life in the city, is a learning opportunity that can enrich our lives as New Yorkers.
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